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CHAT TRANSCRIPT 
   
 
  Carlos Raul Gutierrez:hello 
  Pamela Smith:We will start the meeting in a few minutes. 
  Pamela Smith:Please note that this meeting will be recorded. 
  Brian Aitchison:FYI 9041 = me 
  Pamela Smith:Thanks, Brian! 
  Carlos Raul Gutierrez:hi drew 
  Brian Aitchison:Good morning Drew 
  Jamie Hedlund:Good morning everyone 
  Pamela Smith:Please remember to mute your phones *6 if you are not speaking.  Press *6 again to 
speak.  Thank you! 
  Drew Bagley:Good morning 
  Gaongalelwe:good morning good evening everyone  
  Pamela Smith:Hello, Gao.  
  Calvin Browne:afternoon - i'm ok with starting 
  Pamela Smith:Calvin, welcome.  Good to "see" you. 
  Fabro Steibel:Testing....  
  Fabro Steibel:Tested!  
  Calvin Browne:got you Fabro 
  Pamela Smith:Fabro, let me open a mic for you. 
  Gaongalelwe:you are rhyming Laureen! ;) 
  Pamela Smith:Gao, I have opened a mic for you as well. 
  Fabro Steibel:Hi all. Laureen, I have one quick topic, f2f meeting on Finland, should we book dates or 
we will all enter remotely?  
  Gaongalelwe:thanks Pam 
  Fabro Steibel:Sorry for the late addition of question. Thanks for that 
  Carlos Raul Gutierrez:ok 
  Carlos Raul Gutierrez:thank you very much 
  Carlos Raul Gutierrez:eleeza is there 
  Carlos Raul Gutierrez:great thabk you Eleeza 
  Carlos Raul Gutierrez:great 
  Carlos Raul Gutierrez:I will dot it 
  Carlos Raul Gutierrez:go a little deeper on (universal) resolution 
  Carlos Raul Gutierrez:please repaet the link of the reading list 
  Carlos Raul Gutierrez:(trying to catch up here....) 
  Pamela Smith:Carlos, the Reading List is on the Safeguards Team page at 
https://community.icann.org/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=58727388 
  Carlos Raul Gutierrez:Danke 
  Pamela Smith:Bitte 
  Brian Aitchison:important question laureen :-) 
  Pamela Smith::) 
  Calvin Browne:i got it - but I have to confess to not having read anything on it 

https://community.icann.org/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=58727388


  Gaongalelwe:i am the same Calvin. i only browsed through the one on awareness 
  fabro steibel (desktop):I read all f tem, and I support dividing tasks;) 
  fabro steibel (desktop):Those I liked the mst include " Notice and takedowns in everyday practice - 
Online takedowns study"  
  Carlos Raul Gutierrez:Fabro read them all!!!!! 
  fabro steibel (desktop):;)  
  Gaongalelwe:thAt is a great idea. I agree to division of labour 
  Pamela Smith:*6 everyone, if you are not speaking. 
  Brian Aitchison:Thanks Drew +1! :-)  
  Carlos Raul Gutierrez:Which one wass done by Bryan???? 
  Brian Aitchison:Carlos, the DNS abuse report...finding link now... 
  Eleeza Agopian:all: I have to drop out of the AC room to get in my car, but I'll be on audio. 
  Brian Aitchison:https://www.icann.org/news/announcement-2-2016-03-15-en 
  Gaongalelwe:the see you Eleeza! 
  Carlos Raul Gutierrez:got it 
  Carlos Raul Gutierrez:txs 
  Brian Aitchison:np  
  fabro steibel (desktop):I don´t have additions at this point. 
  Drew Bagley:http://www.antiphishing.org/resources/apwg-reports/ 
  Brian Aitchison:A lot of the references within the DNS abuse report could be useful in themselves too 
  Gaongalelwe:thanks Brian 
  Alice Jansen:Will do! 
  Pamela Smith:Will do, Laureen 
  Brian Aitchison:old hand 
  Brian Aitchison:@Margie: something simple like research questions, main findings, etc 
  fabro steibel (desktop):Next F2F is washington, but do we have another in finland? I don´t think so, but 
just dobule checking 
  Pamela Smith:No, there is no meeting in Finland.  We are planning a breakout session for you team in 
Washington. 
  fabro steibel (desktop):Perfect, thanks! 
  Alice Jansen:Our next face-to-face meeting is on 3-4 June in Washington, DC. We have no plans for a 
meeting in Helsinki. 
  fabro steibel (desktop):Yes! 
  Carlos Raul Gutierrez:June 6 and 7 I thought 
  Pamela Smith:The meeting is 6-7 June. 
  Alice Jansen:Apologies 6-7 June*  
  Alice Jansen:typo :-) 
  Drew Bagley:I am 
  Carlos Raul Gutierrez:I plan to come 
  fabro steibel (desktop):I am 
  Jamie Hedlund:Well, I live here so... 
  Gaongalelwe:me too 
  fabro steibel (desktop):;) 
  Calvin Browne:i will be able to be there 
  Carlos Raul Gutierrez:we have no travel arrangements though 
  Pamela Smith:I know, Carlos.  I am going to go check with Travel today. 
  Carlos Raul Gutierrez:exactly 
  Pamela Smith:They have been busy with Helsinki, but I iwll pester them in person today. 



  Carlos Raul Gutierrez:no hurry, but they get expenseive if we wait  
  Carlton Samuels:Howdy all 
  Carlton Samuels:Had a time getting service 
  Carlton Samuels:My apologies 
  Carlos Raul Gutierrez:Hi Carlton! 
  Pamela Smith:Welcome, Carlton. 
  fabro steibel (desktop):One idea: the draft safeguard against DNS abuse has a very itneresting 
methodology, that we could use to inspire a draft model document to fill in 
  fabro steibel (desktop):page 31, I will copy it below 
  fabro steibel (desktop):1. Identify the research problem clearly. What is the empirical puzzle we’re 
trying tosolve?2. Review and synthesize previously published literature associated with theproblem.3. 
Clearly and explicitly specify research questions and/or hypotheses central to theresearch problem.4. 
Effectively describe the data necessary to adequately answer the researchquestions and/or test the 
hypotheses, and explain how such data will be obtained.5. Describe the methods of analysis to be 
applied to the data in determining whetheror not the hypotheses are true or false. 
  fabro steibel (desktop):I will try t make audio 
  fabro steibel (desktop):The general comments 
  fabro steibel (desktop):right now thedocument we have has a list of topics, and we have a reagin list. 
Maybe we can make a simple table linking information 
  fabro steibel (desktop):The methodology proposed by the dn report has 5 questions, that we one way 
or another are using 
  Calvin Browne:I'm curious as to how big the name colision problem actually is 
  fabro steibel (desktop):I am just thinking if we can have a better "canvas document" to input 
information 
  fabro steibel (desktop):I will bring it in the next meeting, with audio, no problem 
  Jamie Hedlund:Apologies, I need to drop. Thank you all. 
  Pamela Smith:The document Carlos is referring to is on the Competition Sub Team page in their 
Documents under yesterday's day, 13 April 2016 
  Pamela Smith:https://community.icann.org/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=58727390 
  Pamela Smith:The Basics of Market Definition and Analysis Group Summary 
  Carlos Raul Gutierrez:Great Pam!!!! 
  Carlton Samuels:Question: Sorry I'm a little behind. What is the Francisco Arias presentation? 
  Brian Aitchison:Thanks very much everyone! Please get in touch with me if you have any questions on 
the dns abuse report 
  fabro steibel (desktop):Thank you all, no more points here 
  Carlton Samuels:Ok.  Much obliged.  
  Gaongalelwe:yeah you have put 5 minutes into your bank! 
  Gaongalelwe:bye everyone! 
  Drew Bagley:It's about to go down to 4 
  Brian Aitchison:haha 
  Drew Bagley:;-) 
  Carlton Samuels:Bye all 
  Drew Bagley:Ciao 
  Karen Mulberry:Thanks 
  fabro steibel (desktop):bye 
  Pamela Smith:Thank you, everyone, for joining.  Chats and notes, as well as the Adobe Connect 
recording, will be posted later today. 
 


